
tastetastetaste
MD 2007 You can tell a lot about things with your sense of 

taste. Think about all the different tastes that 
food has.

You taste 
things with 
your tongue.

You probably 
like some 
tastes but not 
others.
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Sometimes things taste sweet sweet sweet sweet 
like lollipops and cakes. 

They taste sweet because they 
have a lot of sugar in them 
and sugar is very sweet.
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Is a lemon sweet?

Lemons are soursoursoursour. 
What else tastes sour?

Which of these do you 
think might taste sour?

grapefruit

gooseberries

a cooking apple

bananas
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If milk is left too long 
in a warm room it can 
go sour too!
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When we cook we 
often add sugar to 
make things taste 
sweeter.

Lemons taste sour 
but sugar will make 
these pancakes taste 
sweet!Sa
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What about crisps? 
What do they taste like?
Do they taste sweet or sour or 
something else?

Crisps taste saltysaltysaltysalty.
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Sweet Sweet Sweet Sweet and soursoursoursour and saltysaltysaltysalty are just some of the 
tastes that different foods have but there are 
more.

Some foods taste bitterbitterbitterbitter.

Coffee tastes bitter so 
people put sugar  in 
their coffee to make it 
taste less bitter.Sa
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Custard tastes very bitter if you forget to put 
sugar in it!
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We often add things to food to change its taste.

If we add 
saltsaltsaltsalt our 
food tastes 
saltiersaltiersaltiersaltier.

If we add 
sugarsugarsugarsugar our 
food tastes 
sweetersweetersweetersweeter.
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Food can sometimes have more than one taste.
Sometimes when we bite into an orange segment 
it can taste sweet but when we bite into another 
segment from the same orange it can taste sour.
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Did you know that you taste things with your 
tongue but you also need your nose?

Without your nose to help 
you to smell your food it’s 
harder to tell what food 
tastes like. When we have a 
cold and a blocked nose we 
often say that we can’t taste 
our food properly.

Try holding your nose and 
see if you notice a difference.
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Tasting new things is exciting. 
Babies find out a lot about the world by putting 
all sorts of things in their mouths. 

It’s how they learn about the things around 
them but is it always 
safe to taste things?
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It’s alwaysalwaysalwaysalways important for you to know 
exactly what something is before you put 
it into your mouth. 

Never ever take a chance 
or you could end up like 
this….

Never put anything in to
your mouth unless you 

are certain that it is safe.
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You could try tasting some things without being 
able to see them. Would you be able to guess 
what those things are?

Remember only taste things if you know 
they are safe to put into your mouth!
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